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SOI Structures Prepared by Lateral Annealing of a-Si Films
in Steep Temperature Gradient
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a-Si films on quartz substrares were crystallized by lateral annealing
1n steep temperature gradient. The steep temperature gradient was found to
be effecti-ve for the suppression of random nucleation in amorphous regiont
so that l-ateral sol-id phase epitaxial growth more than 100 pm was attained.
Although crystallographic ori-entation of L-SPE films varied from sample to
sample to sample, (100) plane appears to spread over broader area.
The

1. Introd.uction
Lateral

sol-id phase

tion. In this situation, the confliet beepitaxy (L-SPE) of

amorphous Si (a-Si) f:-lms on amorphous substrates such as Si02 i-s one of preferabl-e
techniques for sili-eon-on-i-nsulator (S0I)
struetures. The L-SPE growth by thermal annealing, however, is limited to several 10 pm
1n length so f""r1 ) since rand.on nucleation
in anorphous region prevents large area LSPE growth.

a-Si fil-ms are heated at a certain
tenperature, nucleation does not start at
once even at high temperature. There exists
an i-nduction time for nucleation, whieh
decreases with increasing heating temperatlr.".2) Ind.uction ti-me for nucleation in
amorphous films is, thus, a key factor and
When

it should be taken into account in

L-SPE

growth experiments.

In order to attain large area

L-SPE

growth, higher temperature annealing is
desirable, since L-SPE growth rate i-ncreases
wlth increasing ternpe""trrr".3 ) On the other
hand, the a-Si films shoul-d be rnai-ntained at
1ow temperature to suppress random nucl-ea-

tween I-SPE growth and rand.om nucleation
would be mini-nized.
We developed a new anneal-i-ng nethod

reducing the eontrary factors in L-SPE
growth. The sample fil-ms are annealed passing through a steep temperature gradient at
a constant speed. fn our experiments random
nucleation was effectively suppressed by
lateral- annealing of the sample films in
steep temperature gradient, so that large
area L-SPE growth was attained.

2. Experirnental and its background
When the sample films pass through

an

gradient from To to
Tep ( To(Tep ) at a constant speed V, as
shown in Fig.1, eontinuous L-SPE growth is
expected to be possible i-f two conditions
are satisfj-ed. That ls, random nucl-eation
does not oecur before the arrival- at the
position at Tep and the growth front of L-

ascendi-ng temperature

at Tep goes ahead into amorphous region
at a speed. V. The latter condition is, thus,
SPE

given by

from eq. (2), and the temperature gradient
is caleul-ated from eq. (3). An example of
eontinuous L-SPE gror,uth is given as Tep =
800"C, V = 1 nn/h and temperature gradient =-10'C/um respecti-ve1y. Thus, very
steep temperature gradlent is found to be
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Fig.1. Lateral annealing of a-Si in
the steep temperature Gradient.
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is

L-SPE

induction ti-rne for nucleation i-n
solids decrease with temperature
;:o"Ono"t
(2)
tirrd= toexp[Ea /kT]
where To pre-exponential factor, Ea the
activation energy for nucleation, k
Boltzmann faetor and T temperature in degree
Kelvin.
The effective induction tiure d,uring
passing through temperature gradient from To
to Tep can be ealculated using eq. (2), and
it should not be negative. This condition is
The

r\
given byn'

eL
/.exp[-Ea/ut]dx ( ToV

where L

is the distance

(3)

the posi(3)
tions To and Tep. Equation
can be caleulated assuming l-inear temperature gradi-ent.
Applying experimental data to these
equati-ons, the conditions of conti-nuous LSPE growth can be estimated as follows: Onee
Tep is deterni.ned., the pushing speed of
sample films is automatically determj-ned
between

speed

into steep

aseending temperature

gradient.

(1)

where the left hand side
growth rate at Tep.

L-SPE

consists of heating and cool-ing system
providing steep temperature gradient and a
fine-feeding system for forward motion of
the sample fil-m. Local heating for the steep
temperature gradient in the sample film was
produeed by the reverberator furnace or line
or ribbon heater. The sample films placed on
the eooling stage were pushed out at a cons-

tant
v*PlT"p

l-ateral annealing system for

a-Si fil-ms (0.3 - 0./+ Fn thick )
were deposited on quartz substrates ( 0.1 ^,
0.2 mm thick ) Uy el-ectron bearn at 150"C in a
vacuum ( < 5x10-8 torr ). After deposition,
sample films were anneal-ed at d00"C for 60
min in a vacuum ( < 5x1O-8 torr ) to denslfy
amorphous structures. Sample films were then
processed in the lateral annealing system
with steep temperature gradient under various
The

conditi-ons.

3. Results and Discussion
The sample films turned transparent
after annealing in steep temperature gradlent, as seen in Fig.2. Transmission electron
diffraction patterns of those films are
shown in Fig.J. L-SPE grown fil-ms showed
mesh pattern. Although an identical mesh
pattern was observed in broader area, the
di-ffraction pattern varied from area to area
and of course from sanple to sample, for
exanple, (1oo), (110) or (123).
An eteh pit technique was applied to
estj-mate L-SPE growth area. Figure d shows
optical micrograph of a grld array of etch

pit of

annealed sample films. The distance
between grids is 50 yn. The L-SPE growth
area estimated from optical micrograph is

t-f

20 pm
of the Si

Fig,2. Optical micrograph
filn crystllized by lateral- annealing
in the steep temperature gradient.

nore than 100 ;rm.
In rnany cases, broad.er L-SPE area showed square etch pit, and the diagonal of
squares coincides wel-l with the direction of
lateral annealing. Crystallographic orientation of L-SPE growth was not control-1ed at
the present stage, that is, the seeds for LSPE growth are crystallites with random
orientation, which are generated at the
beginning of the annealing. The fact that
the Si films crystallized by L-SPE exhibited
mainly the etch pit of (tOO) plane and the
diagonal of etch pit eoineided with the
direction of the lateral annealing suggests
that (110) facet growth are d.ourinant.
Broader L-SPE growth is still prevented
even

Fig.3.

TED pattern of the Si fil-m
crystallized. by lateral annealing
the steep temperature gradlent.
(a): (too)p1ane, (b) : (lz3)p1ane.

in the lateral

anneal-ing

with steep

Fig./u. Optical mi_erograph of a grid_
array of etch pits. The spacing

between

pits is

50 pn

temperature gradient, beeause of insufficient and fl-uctuated tenperature gradi-ent,
fluctuated feeding speed, surface roughness
of quartz substrates etc. Espeeially scars
on quartz substrates woul_d provide nucleation sites. Defect-free substrates and carefu1 proeessing would make large area L-SPE
growth possible.

/r. Summary
into account the temperature
dependence of the ind.uetion tine for
nucleation and SPE growth rate in anorphous
fil-ms, lateral- annealing of a Si films in a
steep temperature gradient was tried for
growing single crystal Si fil-ns on quartz
Taking

substrates. L-SPE growth more than 100 ;rm
was attained. More preeise control of
lateral annealing processes is expected to
make large area L-SPE growth possible.
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